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ORC waste heat recovery comes of age for
commercial vehicles
Even with the latest advanced technologies, nearly 50 % of an engine’s fuel energy is
wasted as rejected heat. Therefore, BorgWarner has reengineered the organic Rankine
cycle (ORC) waste heat recovery principle into a fuel saving system for long haul
commercial vehicles.
Frederick M. Huscher is Senior Project Engineer at BorgWarner Turbo Systems in Hendersonville, North Carolina.

Commercial vehicle engine manufacturers are
under continual pressure to improve fuel econ
omy and reduce CO2 emissions. However,
improvements to base engine operation are
reaching diminishing returns, making non
traditional fuel saving technologies, such as
waste heat recovery (WHR) and powertrain
hybridization, increasingly attractive.
One WHR method, the Organic Rankine Cycle
(ORC), uses a ‘bottoming system’ to recover
thermal energy from sources such as the en
gine coolant, tailpipe exhaust, and exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR) streams. ORC shows
much promise for these systems. It uses the
internal combustion engine’s waste heat as
the high temperature source for a heat engine
that can then send recovered power back to
the vehicle. The central component is
BorgWarner’s eORC Expander (Figure 1).

2: Waste heat from sources such as exhaust
gases, engine charge air, or engine coolant
heat the working fluid to a superheated vapour
in specially designed heat exchangers.
3: The superheated vapour drives the eORC
Expander (a turbine expander/generator/pump),
generating electrical power that is fed via a
48V controller to a battery pack for use or stor
age.
4: Low pressure vapour is cooled back to a
liquid state in a condenser. The process then
repeats.
BorgWarner has developed components (Fig
ure 2) for each step of the cycle as well as the
associated power electronics.

ORC waste heat recovery is most effective
at steadystate running conditions, making
long haul trucks ideal for the technology. Oper
ating costs for these vehicles are based largely
on fuel burn, so a fuel saving potential of 3 to
5 % provides opportunities for rapid payback
for truck operators while helping comply with
impending greenhouse gas legislation.
BorgWarner’s ORC system has four basic
steps.
1: The cooled liquid ethanol or refrigerant
working fluid is pumped to high pressure.
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Figure 1. The BorgWarner eORC Expander.
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•

The tailpipe and EGR evaporators are
of compact modular tubeshell design
for ease of packaging, low cost, and
maximum durability. The tailpipe evap
orator has demonstrated greater than
70 efficiency while the EGR evaporator
delivered efficiency levels in excess of
80 %. This represents an industrylead
ing combination of thermal performance
and low pressure drop.

•

Two types of exhaust bypass valve
have been developed – exhaust flap
and throttle designs – and may be in
stalled upstream or downstream of the
evaporators. They are operated by
CANbased eActuators for fast, pre
cise proportional control.

•

The eORC Expander utilizes a unique
variable admission turbine which allows
for power output between 220 kW at 48V.
Peak turbine efficiency is 65 % for etha
nol and even higher with refrigerants. It
is compact, weighs less than 10 kg, and
is available with an integrated high pres
sure pump.

Figure 2. Components of an ORC waste heat
recovery system.

Unlike mature products, the ORC knowledge
base had to be built quickly from a standing
start. This was accomplished by a dedicated,
crossbusiness team whose work, in turn, drove
component development (Figure 3). The team
included engineers from the different business
units so the knowledge transfer would be seam
less from system to component, resulting in a
high performance eORC Expander with inno
vative features that maximize ease of integra
tion.
Capturing market drivers is an important factor
for understanding a customer’s ability to afford
and justify the gains of upcoming WHR tech
nologies. In the case of ORC, this meant per
forming detailed analysis, including factors
such as: customer desire, engine conditions at
highway cruise in future vehicles, fuel price
predictions, distance travelled per year in var
ious markets and legislative pressures. This
analysis allowed the BorgWarner team to build
detailed financial models to educate customers
on the market conditions which drive enduser
payback decisions on ORC WHR. This analysis
also revealed the most lucrative combinations
of component technologies and system archi
tecture to realize the largest cost savings for
the first owner of a commercial vehicle equipped
with the system.
As customer needs and predicted market
were defined, BorgWarner determined that a
turbine expansion machine which leveraged
BorgWarner’s existing expertise in electrified
turbomachinery would be the best solution due
to its relative simplicity, high power density and
excellent efficiency potential. BorgWarner was
the first Tier 1 automotive supplier to recognize
the market need and develop a 48V output elec
trical expander ready for series production.

System level analysis
Unique development approach
BorgWarner’s eORC Expander development
approach is unique in that it starts at the system
level, followed by component development.
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BorgWarner’s ORC product development start
ed with the design and use of simulation tools
to model the thermal cycle. After reviewing the
thermal cycle analysis and creating financial
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Figure 3. BorgWarner’s ORC development process.

payback models based on projected fuel sav
ings, BorgWarner developed its proprietary
thermal cycle analysis ORCTool, which is cap
able of rapidly calculating expander and heat
exchanger matches based on system or engine
inputs. In addition, the company also developed
a onedimensional physics model of the ORC
system which combined engine effects as well
as WHR system control techniques.

Component and system testing
Componentlevel testing included validation of
the eORC Expander’s oilfree bearing system
and shaftcoupled integrated high pressure
pump. To support this testing, BorgWarner
designed and built a portable, liquidphase,
ethanol pumping stand which can be used for
high pressure pump characterization, rotor
dynamic validation and bearing system testing.
For system level testing, the ORC system was
initially populated with laboratorygrade heat
exchangers and a simple expansion valve. To
avoid potentially damaging other components,
all components were first tested at the stand
alone component level. Once this was complete,
the BorgWarner components were placed into
the system for testing. One distinct advantage
to this approach was that the system control
implications of each component could be read
ily understood, driving the development of novel
control strategies for the ORC system.
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Using the knowledge gained, BorgWarner’s
team was able to refine the ORC system to
get the best out of the individual components.
Meanwhile, the BorgWarner control group im
plemented conventional and modelbased sys
tem controls to maximize stability and power
output while minimizing warmup time.

eORC Expander features
The payback period for a technology like eORC
Expander is a function of both system perfor
mance and system cost. To meet the perfor
mance side of this requirement, the eORC
Expander uses a turbine to deliver both high
expansion ratio and high efficiency. Expansion
ratio is a key driver of overall ORC system pow
er output and, therefore, enduser economic
benefit. BorgWarner’s unique variable admis
sion turbine allows the user to a variety of
working flow rates at constant pressure, thus
overcoming one of the largest obstacles to
turbine use. Additionally, BorgWarner’s pro
prietary turbine analysis and design techniques
ensure these turbines offer world class effi
ciency, regardless of working fluid selection.
The eORC stator housing is manufactured from
lightweight materials which drastically reduce
product mass as well as cost. The stator hous
ing also is capable of recovering waste heat
from the electric machine and bearing system
back to the working fluid. The bearing system
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Figure 4. A basic mild hybrid system with waste heat recovery.

utilizes high efficiency rolling element bearings
that run oilfree. This combination of lubrica
tion and cooling that are decoupled from the
vehicle engine reduces system complexity and
improves efficiency.
In addition to the turbine and electric machine,
the eORC Expander package includes a high
pressure pump mechanically coupled to the
turbine shaft. This pump spins at turbine speed
and is capable of providing the system with suf
ficient flow and pressure during running con
ditions. This arrangement eliminates the need
for a separate high pressure pump and power
source for the pump. During times when pump
power demands exceed the turbine power –
such as during system start and shutdown –
the bidirectional power electronics controller
can spin the eORC Expander as a motor to run
the pump.

By initially focusing on an electrical ORC re
covery solution, BorgWarner has secured its
leadership position in this technology. This de
cision also allowed for synergy in developing
the eORC with other 48V electrified turboma
chinery, including the eTurboTM, eBooster® and
eTurbocompound generator.

Using the recovered energy
As the waste heat is converted to electricity,
the question of how to best use the recovered
energy remains. One solution is to use the WHR
system to supply a 48V mild hybrid system which
includes a motor/generator unit (MGU) to rein
troduce the power into the drivetrain (Figure 4).
Once a battery as small as 2 kWh is introduced
into the system, the opportunity for more sophis
ticated hybridization strategies such as load
levelling and braking regeneration are possible.
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